1959 MGA Roadster
We first saw our 1959 MGA Roadster, “George”, in July 2012 in Dallas, Texas.
He belonged a to a fine old gentleman who had owned him for 45 years. A lot
of work had been done dismantling the car over the prior 5 years, but not
much work putting him back together. The owner, unable to work on the car
any longer, decided to sell the car and was asking $1500. including three engines and transmissions and a slew of parts. As it turned out, none of the engines or transmissions were viable as they were, so that began the long process of totally rebuilding everything on the car including paint and body work
by JKL Enterprises in Canton, Texas. It took almost four years and more money than we had ever considered, but now completed, George is a real “stunner”.
His classic and racy lines recall the romance of motoring in the 1950’s. George
is painted a dramatic Midnight Navy Blue and has luxurious Golden Tan leather
interior. He is fun to drive and turns heads wherever he goes.

The MGA was launched at the Earl’s Court Show in England in October 1955. The MGA design was a complete departure from the
earlier MGTC’s and MGTD’s with its classic, low and sporty lines. The BMC-1 1489 cc engine fitted with twin H4 type SU Carburettors (yep, that’s the correct British spelling!) produced 68 Bhp at first, but was soon uprated to 72 Bhp. Lockheed hydraulic drum brakes were used on all wheels, driving the rear wheels through a four-speed gearbox. Suspension was independent with
coil springs and wishbones at the front and a rigid axle with semi-elliptic springs at the rear. Steering was by rack and pinion. The
car’s robust engine meant 0-60 mph in 14 seconds and its aerodynamics delivered a top speed of 95 mph. The MGA is synonymous
with the best of British design, both aesthetically and from the standpoint of pure mechanical engineering. The lithe swoops of
the car’s exterior draw the eyes of just about everyone.

